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What are portfolio systems
Portfolio systems are tools used to objectively select outperforming investments
within broad universes of securities. They are based on a proprietary model of
relative strength which allows you to construct portfolio matrices for any
permissible universe of investments according to any criteria you want.
The individual relative strength numbers obtained inside the matrices do
fluctuate over time depending on how particular securities do better or worse
than their group and subgroup peers. The fluctuation will normally happen within
a maximum and a minimum range in a sinus-like pattern that will reflect the
beginning or the end of leadership trends.
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Portfolio system modules
You can open multiple instances of the Portfolio Systems module, though
connectivity is always defined at the portfolio system item and not at the module
instance level.

Once a Portfolio Systems instance is open, you can Edit its name from a right click
context menu:
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Creating and managing portfolio systems
Managing groups

Like it is the case with RRGs, Portfolio Systems can be managed in groups using
the right click context menu in the setup panel. You can organize groups per feed,
per Portfolio System style or any other criteria you want.

The same structure will be kept inside the organizer which can export your
custom lists of Portfolio Systems to share with peers or to migrate on other
computers.
You can password protect your work at the package as well as individual item
level.
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Creating portfolio systems
You can very easily set up Portfolio Systems directly involving the default and
custom lists used in the instrument panel.

Your portfolio constituents as well as all the portfolio properties are conveniently
saved for easy review.
Portfolio properties dictate how relative strength lines are built and evaluated
when computing the matrices. You get to select:
• The factoring for the left and right terms;
• The operation involved;
• The price sources used to calculate the RS line;
• Whether to fill data gaps or just seek for common date stamps amongst the
constituents;
• What custom study to apply to the RS data.
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Running portfolio systems
Matrix computation

Once a portfolio system is setup, you can compute its matrix in any time frame, at
any desired point in time:

Each cell in the matrix represents the value of the selected custom study applied
to the relative strength line obtained by computing the desired operation
(subtraction, division) between the sourced price data of the market on the line to
the sourced price data of the market on the column for the required / selected
time frame.

In the example above, the highlighted cell is the result of calculating the relative
strength index histogram of the line obtained by dividing the daily close price data
of XLE to the daily close price data of XLB.
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As you can imagine, computing the matrix is a rather demanding task.
The process is optimized to the extent possible though smooth functioning is
contingent to proper usage of the SET RESULT and SET REVERSE_RESULT
function and inverse function syntax structures used inside S-Trader custom
indicators.
In the example chosen above, the RSI_Histogram function used to compute the
matrix for, would look like this:
SET A = RSI(CLOSE,14)
SET B = EMA(A,8)
SET RESULT = A-B
SET REVERSE_RESULT = B-A
The idea is you must always end the custom study with the SET RESULT and SET
REVERSE_RESULT statements and the S-Trader will know how to optimize the
matrix calculation and crunch through massive amounts of data in record time.
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Calculation of cumulative relative strength numbers
The ultimate purpose of computing the matrices is to derive individual cumulative
relative strength numbers for each individual security. This will help you
understand where and when each security is likely to begin outperforming or
underperforming its peers.
Cumulative relative strength numbers are calculated by adding up all RS numbers
on a specific line. Once that is done you can apply any built-in or custom study to
the cumulative relative strength curve of any instrument to derive inclusion /
exclusion signals.
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Scheduling portfolio systems to the event scheduler
You can schedule any Portfolio System to be run in any time frame according to
any desired schedule:
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